
Incremental Annotation Processing 
 
Gradle comes with an incremental Java compiler, which only recompiles files that are affected 
by a source or classpath change. Unfortunately it is currently deactivated as soon as the user 
uses annotation processors. Annotation processors are small code generators that hook into the 
compiler and create additional classes or resources based on existing ones. They are becoming 
more and more popular, especially in the Android ecosystem, as they can save a lot of 
boilerplate code. 
 
The aim of this project is to make Gradle's compiler incremental even in the presence of most 
annotation processors. 

Gradle's incremental compiler 
Gradle’s incremental compiler uses the regular Java compiler for compilation. It analyses the 
generated bytecode to determine what other classes a class depends on, e.g. via method 
arguments, super types or local variable types. On the next incremental compilation Gradle 
recompiles only files that are affected by the change. A file is affected if it either physically 
changed or if it depends on another affected file. For instance, given this simple class 
hierarchy: 
 

class Foo { 
} 

 

class Bar { 
  Foo getFoo() 
} 

 

class Baz extends Bar { 
} 
 
If Foo.java is changed, Bar.java will be recompiled because it referenced Foo as a return type 
and Baz.java is recompiled because it extends Bar. If only Baz.java was changed, then the 
other two would not be recompiled, as they don’t depend on it. 
 
If a source file is deleted, Gradle deletes all class files that were generated from this source file. 
 
The incremental compiler even incrementally analyzes changes in jar files, so it works across 
project boundaries. 



The problem with annotation processors 
Annotation processors get a set of source elements (e.g. annotated classes) and can generate 
arbitrary source or resource files based on them. A typical processor first notifies the compiler 
that it is interested in elements annotated with a certain annotation. For instance, Google’s 
auto-value processor listens for abstract classes annotated with `@AutoValue` and generates 
an immutable value object from them. Processors can also use wildcard matches, which in the 
most extreme case allows them to process every element (class, method, field) in the whole 
source tree. 
 
Annotation processing happens in multiple rounds until no processor creates any new files. This 
means that processors can potentially react to each other’s output, i.e. a generated file could be 
derived from another generated file. 
 
Processors can only create additional files, they cannot (with public APIs) modify the AST of an 
existing class. However, there is a popular processor that does just that - Project Lombok. It 
achieves this by using compiler-internal classes for each of the compilers it supports. 
 
This leads to several problems with Gradle's current incremental compiler: 
 

1. Gradle does not know which source file a generated file was derived from. As a result 
that generated file will not be deleted if the source file is deleted. 

2. A processor could aggregate multiple source files into one output file. E.g. it could create 
a service registry by combining all types annotated with `@Service`. If only a single of 
these services changes, Gradle will only pass that one to the compiler and the processor 
will generate a new service registry with only one service, even though the others still 
exist. 

3. Gradle's incremental compiler doesn't track resource files 
 
Our aim is to support cases 1 and 2, while 3 is out of scope. This would cover most popular 
annotation processors in the Android ecosystem like AutoValue, DataBinding, ButterKnife or 
Dagger.  
 
Of course even if these are called incrementally, they can still have a significant cost. A 
processor could for instance scan every type visible from a source element. Deeper changes to 
annotation processing that would allow processors to keep incremental state are out of scope 
for this project. 

Proposed solution 
Gradle needs to know which source file caused the creation of which generated file. The words 
"cause" and "creation" are important here - the content of the generated file can of course 

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/javax/annotation/processing/Processor.html#process(java.util.Set,%20javax.annotation.processing.RoundEnvironment)
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/javax/annotation/processing/Processor.html#getSupportedAnnotationTypes()
https://github.com/google/auto/blob/master/value/userguide/index.md
https://projectlombok.org/
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https://github.com/google/dagger


depend on a lot of other factors, like method return types on a source type. But these are not 
the cause for creating the output file. Gradle only needs to know that causal source element, 
because its incremental compiler already tracks all transitive dependencies of that source 
element. 
 
Let's look at a simple example, assuming that there is a `@Repository` annotation which 
creates a repository based on an interface with query methods: 
 
@Repository 

interface CustomerRepository { 
   Customer findById(long id); 
} 

 
The generated `CustomerRepositoryImpl` is created because `CustomerRepository` existed. Of 
course the contents of `CustomerRepositoryImpl` will also depend on `Customer`, but that 
relationship is already tracked, because `CustomerRepository` also depends on `Customer`. 
 
If Gradle knew about the connection between `CustomerRepository` and 
`CustomerRepositoryImpl`, it could delete the generated file if the source file is deleted. This 
solves the case of "simple" processors which create one or more generated files from a single 
source file. 
 
Gradle can also solve the aggregating case with this information by recompiling all aggregated 
files whenever the corresponding annotation is added/removed from any source file. Initially we 
will use the simplest heuristic for determining whether this happened: We assume any change 
could have added or removed any annotation. This means that aggregating processors will 
create non-incremental clusters in the code. Our assumption is that aggregating processors are 
only used sparingly. 
 
Luckily, the annotation processing API already has a way for processors to define what source 
elements caused the creation of a generated element via the ̀Filer` interface. The usage of this 
API is optional and used by IDEs to improve source navigation. Our plan is to ask processor 
authors to use this API (if they do not already) and then record this information by intercepting 
the data between the processor and the compiler. The compiler API provides no direct way to 
hook into annotation processing, so we will instead wrap each annotation processor in a 
decorator that records calls to the `Filer` API. 
 
The only Gradle-specific information that annotation processor authors will need to provide is 
whether their processor is "simple" or "aggregating", as described above. Otherwise Gradle 
couldn't tell whether a generated file with a single source could potentially become part of an 
aggregate later. This information will be provided via a simple properties file in the processor’s 
JAR. This file will map each processor class name to a value of either "simple" or "aggregating". 
 

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/javax/annotation/processing/Filer.html#createSourceFile(java.lang.CharSequence,%20javax.lang.model.element.Element...)


By reusing the existing APIs and auto-generating the boilerplate to capture the information we 
hope that the benefits will significantly outweigh the costs for annotation processors authors. 
The Google team has already agreed to incorporate this into all of their annotation processors 
and to promote this feature. 

Test Cases 
● Adding/changing a source file recompiles only affected elements 
● Removing an annotated source file causes the deletion of all files generated from it, but 

no more 
● When aggregating processors are present, all files that were part of an aggregate are 

affected by any change. 
● Changing a generated file causes its source file to be recompiled as well 
● When the set of processors changes, a full compilation is performed to clean up any 

stale elements 
● When a processor does not provide causal elements, compilation fails and informs the 

user about the faulty processor. The user can switch incremental compilation off to work 
around this until the processor is fixed. 

● When a processor provides multiple causal elements even though it marked itself as 
“simple”, compilation fails and informs the user about the faulty processor. The user can 
switch incremental compilation off to work around this until the processor is fixed. 

● When a processor provides a malformed “simple”/”aggregating” declaration, fail the 
build, inform the user about the problematic processor and ask them to deactivate 
incremental compilation as a workaround 

● When capturing the source-to-generated information fails due to a bug, fail the build, ask 
the user to create a bug report and deactivate incremental compilation as a workaround 

● When a processor does not opt-in (no properties file provided), we do full recompiles as 
before 

Alternatives 
During the design of this proposal we considered several other approaches: 
 

● Provide a library for processor authors and feed it with more detailed information from 
Gradle (about exactly which classes were changed or deleted). Let processor authors 
deal with incrementalism as appropriate for their use case. This is potentially more 
efficient than the approach we eventually settled for, but would require significant rework 
on all processors, which most authors probably wouldn't go for, especially since Gradle 
would be the only tool supporting such an API. 

● Create a JSR for incremental javac and appropriate changes to the annotation 
processing API. This would reduce our maintenance burden, but would take significant 
time to actually get into the JDK. We might still do this at a later point, when we have 
gathered some experience with the proposed solution. 



● Hard-code knowledge about a known set of processors. This is what JRebel for Android 
does and it works well for most smaller Android projects. However, we have many 
partners who write their own processors and those would not be covered by such an 
approach. 

● Drive annotation processing ourselves. This would allow us to record all the data we 
need and add additional source files when we see that an aggregating annotation was 
added/removed somewhere. However, this might require parsing source files twice 
(once for processing and again when actually compiling), so it is unlikely to provide 
better performance than the proposed solution. Also it is unclear how this would play 
together with Project Lombok, as it only works with specific compiler implementation 
classes. 

 


